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In Q3 2023, Little House Capital’s Absolute Opportunity+ product posted gross returns of          

–2.80% (-3.05% net) against the blended benchmark (S&P 500/Russell 1000 Growth) 

return of  –3.19%. Our gross year-to-date performance now stands at +19.85% (+19.10% 

net), outperforming the blended benchmark return of +18.86%. As the quarter 

concluded, Absolute Opportunity+ held 39 stocks spanning all 11 economic sectors.  

Heading into the fourth quarter, Absolute Opportunity+ is overweight Information 

Technology (+1.12%) and Financials (+0.88%), with underweights in Consumer 

Discretionary (-1.89%) and Industrials (-1.78%). Both selection and allocation effect 

positively influenced overall performance, contributing +0.16% and +0.22%, 

respectively. Selection effect was the larger contributor in the quarter with strong stock 

picking in Consumer Staples, Healthcare, and Communication Services, collectively 

contributing 66 basis points of positive attribution. Stock picking was weaker in 

Industrials, deducting 56 basis points. Our strategic cash overweight (2.88% versus 

0.33% benchmark) was accretive by 10 basis points with money market/cash 

instruments outperforming as the market rolled over in September.  

Our Health Care holdings returned 0.36% in the quarter, led by sector overweight's 

United Health (UNH) and Vertex Pharmaceuticals (VRTX) returning +5.31% and +3.37%. 

This exceeded the broader sector downturn of –1.50%. The Consumer Staples sector 

saw a positive overall impact of +29 basis points due to our strategic underweight 

positioning. This was primarily influenced by returns of +5.14% from Costco (COST) and 

+2.11% from Walmart (WMT), even as the sector declined by 6%. Weak selection effect 

within Industrials was driven by Boeing (BA) and Raytheon Technologies (RTX) 

underperforming with returns of –9.23% and –22.33%, respectively. Given emerging 

headwinds in engine manufacturing, we divested from Raytheon in client portfolios 

during the quarter yet maintain our long-term positive outlook on Boeing.  

In late August, we adjusted our holdings in Absolute Opportunity+ by trimming exposure 

to areas sensitive to discretionary spending given the broader macroeconomic 

challenges faced by the consumer.  Subsequently, we redeployed that capital into 

equities presenting more compelling risk/return dynamics and less cyclicality. In doing 

so, we increased our Healthcare and Information Technology exposures while reducing 

our Consumer Discretionary and Communication Services exposures. 

Listed below are the major position changes we made during the quarter.  

New/Added Positions: Nestle (NRGY), Berkshire Hathaway (BRK-B), Eli Lilly (LLY), 

Amazon (AMZN), Carrier Global (CARR), Autodesk (ADSK), Netflix (NFLX)  

Sold/Trimmed Positions: Visa (V), Borgwarner (BWA), Blackrock (BLK), Honeywell 

(HON), Johnson & Johnson (JNJ), Lululemon (LULU), American Electric Power (AEP) 
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and requesting it directly. This material has been prepared for information purposes only. Investment products and strategies are not guaranteed by Little House Capital LLC, are not insured by the 
FDIC or by any other government agency and may lose value. The performance quoted represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. Performance is net-of-fees based on a 
standard fee of 1.0%/yr. Results presented are model portfolios and do not represent actual trading. Holdings and allocation may not reflect our current investment views and should not be used 
as the basis for an investment decision. Determining the suitability of this product will depend on feedback and risk tolerance of individual clients. For legal and tax matters, legal and tax advisors 
should be consulted. All material is believed to be reliable, but accuracy is not guaranteed. This is not a warranty for liability on decisions based on such information. The S&P 500 and Russell 1000 
Growth are designed to be leading indicators of U.S. Equities and is meant to reflect the risk/return characteristics of the large cap universe. This is not a solicitation for any order to buy or sell 
securities. Performance, risk/reward characteristics, and charts provided by Bloomberg. Copyright by Little House Capital  


